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Förord
E2B2 Forskning och innovation för energieffektivt byggande och boende är ett program där akademi
och näringsliv samverkar för att utveckla ny kunskap, teknik, produkter och tjänster.

I Sverige står bebyggelsen för cirka 35 procent av energianvändningen och det är en samhällsutmaning
att åstadkomma verklig energieffektivisering så att vi ska kunna nå våra nationella mål inom klimat
och miljö. I E2B2 bidrar vi till energieffektivisering inom byggande och boende på flera sätt. Vi
säkerställer långsiktig kompetensförsörjning i form av kunniga människor. Vi bygger ny kunskap i
form av nyskapande forskningsprojekt. Vi utvecklar teknik, produkter och tjänster och vi visar att de
fungerar i verkligheten.

I programmet samverkar över 200 byggentreprenörer, fastighetsbolag, materialleverantörer,
installationsleverantörer, energiföretag, teknikkonsulter, arkitekter etcetera med akademi, institut
och andra experter. Tillsammans skapar vi nytta av den kunskap som tas fram i programmet.

Virtuellt forum för kunskapsutbyte i bostadsrättsföreningar är ett av projekten som har genomförts i
programmet med hjälp av statligt stöd från Energimyndigheten. Det har letts av Cristian Bogdan och
har genomförts i samverkan med Sjöstadsföreningen, HSB Riksförbund ek.för, Playback Energy och
BRF Uttern i Nacka.

Projektet har förbättrat energisituationen i ett stort antal bostadsrättsföreningar genom kunskap- och
erfarenhetsutbyte i ett internetforum. Forumet innehåller data om energiåtgärder och
energiförbrukningsdata
och
stödjer
energilärande
och
kunskapsutbyte
mellan
bostadsrättsföreningar.
Stockholm, 20 maj 2019

Anne Grete Hestnes,
Ordförande i E2B2

Professor vid Tekniskt-Naturvetenskapliga Universitet i Trondheim, Norge

Rapporten redovisar projektets resultat och slutsatser. Publicering innebär inte att
E2B2 har tagit ställning till innehållet.
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Summary
Syftet med projektet var att designa, implementera och driftsätta ett virtuellt forum där
bostadsrättsföreningar kan jämföra deras energiprestanda med varandra och lära från varandra om
möjliga energiåtgärder. Med andra ord använder projektet Brf för att förbättra energisituationen i
befintliga hus där de flesta kommer att vara i bruk 2050. Forumet har lanserats som brfenergi.se och
det finns stor potential att utöka till tusentals Brf:er i Sverige.
Nyckelord: Bostadsrättsförening, forum, benchmarking, energiåtgärd, datautvinning
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Summary
The objectives of this project were to design, implement and deploy a forum where housing
cooperatives (Brf) can compare each other’s energy performance and learn from each other about
possible energy improvement actions. In other words, the aim was to employ Brf as a vehicle for
reducing energy use in existing building stock, much of which will be still used in 2050. The forum
was deployed at brfenergi.se, and there is a lot of potential for the forum to extend across the
thousands of Brfs existing in Sweden.
Keywords: Housing cooperative, forum, benchmarking, energy improvement action, data mining
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1

Introduction and background

The objectives of this project were to design, implement and deploy a forum where housing
cooperatives (bostadsrättsföreningar, hereafter referred as Brf) can compare each other’s energy
performance and learn from each other. In other words, the objective was to employ Brf as a vehicle
for reducing energy use in existing building stock, much of which will be still used in 2050 according
to a recent IPCC report (IPCC 2018). Further project objectives included energy data collection from
Brfs and its analysis, energy data mining from Brf annual reports, as well as action research: working
directly with Brfs in the research process to improve overall energy situation by transferring
knowledge between Brfs or between academia and Brfs.
The forum was deployed at brfenergi.se, and there is a lot of potential for the forum to extend across
the thousands of Brfs existing in Sweden. KTH will continue with the forum during 2019 and we intend
to develop it as a platform for communication between university and society, so that recent research
results in the area of energy and the built environment can be disseminated in society, but also trends
in the Brf data and practice can be identified early by research.

Participants in the project were KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Playback Energi (which changed
its name to Metry in the course of the project), Sjöstadsföreningen (currently represented by
ElectriCity), Brf Uttern in Nacka, as well as HSB.
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2

Project execution

2.1
IT design and data corpus preparation
We designed the housing cooperative energy forum (Brf Energi) as a responsive web application, i.e.
an application that is adapted for use in the browser on mobile phones as well as on tablets or laptops.
The design and development was carried out by KTH in an iterative design process where ElectriCity
representatives, HSB Head of Energy, and HSB Stockholm energy group provided feedback during
different stages of the process.

To support housing cooperatives in sharing experiences of energy improvement actions, KTH created
a list of energy improvement actions that users can choose from and register in Brf Energi. Suggestion
for energy improvement actions were compiled from online sources (see References) and energy
audits in Hammarby Sjöstad (Wintzell et al. 2013) and the list was discussed and refined in a workshop
with HSB Head of Energy and a municipal energy advisor working with housing cooperatives. One
important goal of the workshop was to phrase and group the energy improvement actions in a way
that made them easy to understand for housing cooperatives with little energy knowledge.
In parallel with design and development work, KTH met with additional stakeholders, outside of the
project group, that worked with housing cooperatives. This included:
• 2 building management companies

• 2 housing cooperative consultancies (e.g. providing board training and support with building
maintenance planning)
• 9 municipal energy advisors
• An energy company

• An energy service provider

• A bank financing green investments in housing cooperatives
• HSB Stockholm Energy group

The purpose of the meetings was to broaden the understanding of housing cooperative energy work
and investigate interests of stakeholders working with housing cooperatives. In addition, we identified
opportunities for open energy data and a housing cooperative forum to support energy improvement
activities of such stakeholders.

2.2
Energy data collection and analysis
An important feature of the initial idea behind Brf Energi was the automatic collection of energy data,
presented as open data in the application. To enable the energy data collection, housing cooperatives
have to register and give their permission for their data to be displayed openly in Brf Energi. This was
set up in collaboration with Metry, by adapting their existing data collection registration process to
the housing cooperative case and connecting the data streams to Brf Energi. The registration was
tested from a technical perspective by Metry and KTH, as well as tested with users from Brf Uttern and
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ElectriCity, and gradually improved to increase the usability and to work with different types of
housing cooperative data.

One of the objectives of Brf Energi was to provide data driven insights based on energy data to the
energy managers. Initially a model connected with the energy data was planned however, due to a
lower number of BRFs a generic model was developed in conjunction with the data visualization aspect
of the project in order to aid the cooperatives understand the impact of various energy actions. The
model developed is a system dynamics model and is based on STELLA Architect (ISEE Systems 2018).
A web-based dashboard has been provided for the users to interact with the model and test out various
simulations.

2.2.1
Data Analysis
In terms of data analysis, the focus has been on identifying and verifying the impact of various energy
actions carried out by the BRFs. Energy data from 12 Brfs was available for this. Initial investigation
revealed a large difference between the energy declaration data and the normalized energy
consumption of the Brfs. The data was normalized to provide a more accurate comparison as shown
in Figure 1a. Linear regression analysis was also conduction on the energy signature vs. outdoor
temperature data in order to determine the impact of some actions.

2.2.2
Model development
The model uses a data driven approach as opposed to prediction model approach (Rabl 1998). While
the prediction models such as ones done with IDA ICE and VIP-Energy are more accurate, the
development is highly time and resource consuming especially in the context of a stock of several
dozen buildings. Additionally, this requires the availability of building drawings and data on building
construction making it more difficult to generalize and adding to development time. Therefore, a data
driven approach was adapted and the building characteristics data from Boverkets BETSI project
(2018) were used to construct an energy balance model. SVEBYs (2018) recommended data inputs
were used in addition to BETSI to set the calculation parameters. Figure 1b illustrates the overview of
the model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1 a) normalized data b) Model overview showing the interaction between various building
components based on heat balance approach

.

Figure 1 c) The model also incorporates various potential measures. c), d) The interactive interface for
the model allowing the user to tweak various parameters to best fit to their BRFs as well as with
additional technical information to help input parameters.
The interactive part of the model (partly shown in Figure 1c and 1d ) allows the user to input various
building characteristics such as Atemp area, no of apartments, ventilation system, construction year
and visualize the results as a comparison of the present case baseline (accounting for the present
condition) and the re-configured system in terms of annual energy consumption. The interface also
allows the user (energy managers) to tweak the various building characteristics if needed (such as to
account for retrofits). Additionally, typical values for various characteristics are provided to aid in
determining the correct inputs.

2.2.3
Data mining of BRF information
An important aim of the project is to support housing cooperatives (bostadsrättsföreningar) and other
stakeholders to evaluate the influence of different energy action. In this process a relevant task is to
10
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improve information on Brf Energi by incorporating results from a large number of annual reports.
However, no tools exist to search for information in these reports. One problem is that many annual
reports are scanned as pictures, which are not searchable.

Therefore, we have designed and developed a web-based search data mining tool to help them find
information from a large number of open published annual reports. This tool applies open source
solutions to find more comprehensive results from both searchable and non-searchable open
documents. In combination with filters, the tool can deliver more precise results. Through qualitative
interviews and user testing with five energy researchers we have evaluated the tool from the
perspective of pain points and satisfaction.

The results show the positive that iterative usability evaluation based on continuous improvement and
refinement made the final product reach the project purpose and objectives. All of five energy
researchers as testers who used the product felt confident to see this product user-friendly and easy
for finding energy actions and interesting housing cooperatives from a large number of open
documentation. This tool can be believed to help energy researchers spend less time finding the
precise energy information comprehensively.

2.3
Action research
Brf Energi was first launched for housing cooperatives in Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm, in August
2017 at an ElectriCity meeting. After being tested by a few housing cooperatives in Hammarby Sjöstad,
the registration was made open for cooperatives from all over Sweden and KTH and Metry advertised
Brf Energi and discussed it with housing cooperatives at the Housing cooperative fair
(Bostadsrättsmässan) in Stockholm in November 2017. KTH also presented an improved version of
Brf Energi at another ElectriCity meeting in February 2018. KTH and Metry provided email support to
users who had problems registering or connecting all their energy data. A Google Analytics account
was set up to track the usage of Brf Energi.
During the process it has become apparent that BRF engagement in energy improvements and services
depends heavily on the Brfs knowledge about energy, individual competencies and engagement, and
incorporation of energy responsibility in Brf boards and activities. To investigate further on these
issues, KTH initiated interviews with 75 Brfs through the Brf Response program run by
Marknadsrespons in December 2018.

Adding to our initial 12 Brfs, the 75 contacted Brfs means that the initial target of approximately 100
Brfs contacted within the project was achieved. We are continuing to contact these and other Brfs to
register them in our Brf Energi tool. However, the tool must be adapted to recent changes made by
Stockholm Exergi regarding data access (currently imposing BankID use, which breaks our initial data
access and open data publication model).
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3

Results

3.1
The housing cooperative forum: Brf Energi
The design of Brf Energi has a map view as start page (see Figure 2a) where the user gets an overview
of the energy performance of registered housing cooperatives. By clicking on a cooperative the user
can view information relevant for understanding the cooperative’s energy performance, such as year
of construction and type of ventilation system, as well as view the cooperative’s monthly energy use
data for district heating and facilities electricity (see Figure 2b). To support exchange of experiences
between housing cooperatives, cooperatives can also choose to add contact information to the person
in charge of energy issues in the cooperative. If any energy improvement actions have been registered,
the user can view details about these, such as type of action and cost, and see how the energy use has
changed after the action was implemented compared to the energy use of the previous year (see Figure
2c). To allow for comparisons of district heating between years with different outdoor temperatures,
the energy data for heating can be normalised.
All information in Brf Energi is open to view by anyone visiting the page, but in order to add or edit
information about a specific cooperative the user has to have a login connected to that cooperative. If
a user is not logged in, a button is available for registering a new cooperative. This takes the user to
Metry’s registration system where the user has to fill in login information to the customer pages of the
cooperative’s district heating provider and energy network provider. When Metry has verified that the
information is correct, the user is forwarded to Brf Energi where they fill in additional information
relevant for understanding the cooperative’s energy situation. The cooperative’s energy data is
automatically imported from Metry to Brf Energi through an API and the energy performance is
calculated and colour coded based on the same classes as for the Swedish energy declaration.
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Figure 2. Screenshots of Brf Energi from mobile screen (a): Map view where the registered housing
cooperatives’ energy performance is shown. (b): Brf view with information relevant for understanding a
specific cooperative’s energy performance. (c): Energy improvement action view where the user can find
information about registered energy actions and see how they influenced the cooperatives energy use.
Brf Energi is hosted on www.brfenergi.se and the code for the application is open source under Apache
License 2.0 and can be accessed on https://github.com/CIVIS-project/BRFApp.

3.2
Insights from the app design and data collection
• Making fair comparisons of energy performance is important for housing cooperatives. This is,
however, challenging since many factors influence the energy performance. We have aimed to
show these factors in the design of Brf Energi to make it easier for housing cooperatives to
understand differences in energy performance. Another challenge is that housing cooperatives
have different types of data for electricity use depending on if the cooperative has one meter
connected to the network provider for all electricity use in the building (including household use)
or if the cooperative only has a meter for the facilities electricity (and the households have their
own meters connected to the network provider). To address this issue, we have for the cases
where household electricity data is included in the cooperative data estimated the facilities
electricity part by deducting 30 kWh/m2 for household electricity.

• Positioning housing cooperatives on the map automatically, with address information from
the energy providers’ databases, turned out to be difficult since addresses can be in different
formats and sometimes include several addresses. We solved this by prompting the user for
address information in the cases where no “correct” address could be imported automatically.
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• Housing cooperatives are sometimes not in direct contact with their energy providers,
which can make the registration process difficult. If a housing cooperative has a company
managing their finances (ekonomisk förvaltning) the housing cooperatives might not even see the
energy bills or have the login information for the customer pages (required for registration). This
makes the barrier to registering for Brf Energi higher and increases the risk that incorrect
information is filled in. This challenge could be overcome by working directly with the
companies/organisations providing financial management, such as HSB, and using them for the
registration process (with the approval of the housing cooperatives).

3.3
Connections to stakeholder activities
Housing cooperatives depend on many other stakeholders for realizing energy improvements.
However, it can be challenging for housing cooperatives to know what actions to take and which
companies to trust. It can also be challenging for stakeholders working with housing cooperatives to
reach out with energy advice and convince housing cooperatives to invest in energy services or
technology. From our study with housing cooperative stakeholders we have identified opportunities
for a platform such as Brf Energi to support stakeholders in energy work with housing cooperatives.

• Building management companies and energy service providers can make use of open energy
data to register energy improvement actions they take and prove that new energy services are
valuable and result in reduced energy use.
• Municipal energy advisors can get an overview of the energy performance of different
cooperatives and know which housing cooperatives are in most need of advice. Access to energy
related information about the cooperatives can also be useful for targeting relevant cooperatives
for different types of support, e.g. cooperatives that may benefit from installing heat pumps.
• Local energy initiatives such as ElectriCity can engage member cooperatives and follow up on
projects, such as installation of solar panels or chargers for electric cars.
• Building maintenance planning companies can include energy aspects in maintenance
planning, to highlight opportunities for energy improvements and savings connected to
renovations.

• Investors in energy improvement actions (e.g. banks) can use open energy data to follow up on
“green investments” and make sure that the investments result in energy reduction.

We have also identified a number of challenges that need to be taken into account when developing
digital tools that include other stakeholders than housing cooperatives.

• Open energy data can be sensitive from a market/competition perspective. A building
management company that opens up energy data of their customers may risk that housing
cooperatives with poor energy performance are approached by competitors. For the competition
to be fair, many different building management companies would have to encourage their
customers to open up their data, or actual energy use could be combined with energy performance
from energy declarations of all housing cooperatives.
• Companies do not have full control of the energy systems in a housing cooperative. If energy
optimisation work of an energy service provider is registered and linked to a housing cooperative’s
14
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energy performance on an open platform, the company may appear to do a poor job if the
cooperative later changes the energy system settings. To avoid this, the energy services need to be
combined with agreements for how changes in settings should be managed.

• Clashes between energy ambitions and business models can make it difficult for housing
cooperatives to trust stakeholders. Housing cooperatives have e.g. expressed scepticism towards
energy advice from energy companies that make more money the more energy their customers
use. In such cases, digital support might not make much of a difference.
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4

Discussion

Technology alone is not enough to reduce the energy use in housing cooperatives - new processes,
services and other types of support are needed as well. When these types of changes are needed,
technology can be useful as an amplifier of other activities (Toyama 2015). Implementation of energy
improvement actions in housing cooperatives is often a long process where cooperatives may need
support in identifying opportunities for energy improvements, convincing members of the
cooperatives to take action, finding suitable contractors or service providers to implement energy
actions and maintaining energy improvements and technology over time. A platform such as Brf Energi
could amplify activities addressing this process, both by making it easier for housing cooperatives to
share experiences and find inspiring examples and by making it easier for other stakeholders to
approach housing cooperatives and show that they and their energy services can be trusted. Energy
users lacking trust in more powerful stakeholders is not unique to our case but has been reported also
in studies in e.g. in the UK (Alper et al. 2016), and it is an important issue to address in order to spread
the use of energy services and technology. While our initial focus of the study mainly was on housing
cooperatives and how to increase their energy competence through interaction with other housing
cooperatives, we also found opportunities for involving other stakeholders in the platform to further
support energy improvement processes. We still believe that peer-to-peer sharing of energy
experiences is important, but it needs to be complemented by the competence of energy professionals
that housing cooperatives can trust and rely on for implementing and maintaining energy
improvement actions.

4.1
Next steps
Our ambition is still to test Brf Energi with a larger number of housing cooperatives and we think it is
important that this is done in collaboration with stakeholders who should also be considered users of
the platform. These stakeholders are important for overcoming issues with registration of housing
cooperatives, and the stakeholders themselves could also benefit from using the tool e.g. to reach out
to housing cooperatives and create trust in their services. It may not be suitable to support all types of
stakeholders (e.g. energy advisors, building management companies and banks) through the same
platform, but the technology developed for registering housing cooperatives and visualising their
energy data could be reused on different platforms. Furthermore, using Metry’s account authentication
would make it possible for housing cooperatives to be connected to several services without the need
for multiple accounts and signup processes.
Another important next step is to make the Brf Energi software more adaptable in regard to the
continuously changing landscape of data reporting by the energy providers. The current practice is
that the energy data is only reported to those who consume it, and in a proprietary format. The forms
of authentication for obtaining this data vary between providers, but also evolve rather fast for a single
provider. For example the introduction of BankID authentication by Stockholms Exergi has left Brf
Energi without the data of a few existing and potential users. While technical alternatives exist, they
need to be explored further, because BankID authentication cannot be easily transferred to another
party like the Brf Energi administrators, even if that party is trusted.
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4.1.1
Potential improvements and future development for data analysis
From the modelling perspective, primarily major changes to the building energy system could be
modelled using the methodology. The impact of various maintenance actions such as changing air
filters, ventilation checks etc. could not be modelled accurately. This was due to the generic nature of
the model and a lack of “personalization” to specific BRF cases.

The initial ambition was to integrate the energy data collection and data mining of energy
declarations together with the modelling activity. However, due to various limitations this was not
fully achieved. Therefore, the user needs more comprehensive knowledge of the building to make the
most use of the model.
For future development, a more top-down approach (from the brf’s energy data) can provide better
personalization. Clustering of similar type of brfs can also help generate better profiles. This will
require a more diverse energy data set and data analysis. Moreover, modelling of financial impact of
various energy actions can also be expanded.
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